Toni Anderson—Printable Book List

**Cold Justice Series**
Book 1: A Cold Dark Place
Book 2: Cold Pursuit
Book 3: Cold Light Of Day
Book 4: Cold Fear
Book 5: Cold In The Shadows
Book 6: Cold Hearted
Book 7: Cold Secrets
Book 8: Cold Malice
Book 9: A Cold Dark Promise (Wedding Novella)
Book 10: Cold Blooded

**Cold Justice – Crossfire**
Book 1: Cold & Deadly
Book 2: Colder Than Sin
Book 3: Cold Wicked Lies
Book 4: Cold Cruel Kiss (Coming soon)

**The Barkley Sound Series**
Book 1: Dangerous Waters
Book 2: Dark Waters

**Her - Romantic Suspense Series**
Book 1: Her Sanctuary
Book 2: Her Last Chance
Book 3 (novella): Her Risk To Take

**Stand-Alone Titles**
The Killing Game
Edge Of Survival
Storm Warning
Sea of Suspicion